MathWorks© MATLAB™ Programming Manual
1. Introduction
The royalty free MathWorks© MATLAB™ drivers represent a proprietary interface specifically developed for silicon systems devices. This document
provides an explanation of the functions and methods available to application developers. Any software code examples given in this document are for
information only and free to use in custom applications.
MathWorks© MATLAB™ 2008 to 2020 (32-Bit) and 2009 to 2020 (64-Bit) for Microsoft® Windows™ and Linux® are supported. Please always utilize the
most recent version of the driver for the best compatibility and performance. All drivers can be downloaded from http://siliconsystems.at.
If the DHCP-assigned IP address of a device is not known, the royalty free silicon systems Device Manager can be used to find all devices in the local
area network. In addition, the software shows various properties, the health status and calibration validity of each device. It can be downloaded from
http://siliconsystems.at/support.php?download.

2. Common Device Functionality
The functions provided by the silicon systems driver package can be divided into two subsets: device-specific functions (e.g. reading the temperature
of temperature monitor device) and common functions (e.g. retrieving the status of a device or finding available devices in the local area network). In
this section the latter functions are explained.

2.1. Initializing the Driver
Before any methods provided by the driver class can be utilized, the driver is required to be initialized with method init. The appropriate dynamic link
library (32 or 64 bits) located in folder lib is automatically loaded during initialization.
>> Device.init();

2.2. Get Driver Information
The method driver can be used to obtain driver information. It does not expect any arguments and returns a structure with the following fields: company (development company), version (driver version) or release (driver release date, DateString).
In the following example this information is requested and the output might be as follows.
>> driver = Device.driver;
>> driver
driver =
company: 'silicon systems'
version: '1.5.0'
release: '02-May-2015'

2.3. Configure Network Settings
Each device has the default IP address 192.168.1.1, the subnet mask 255.255.255.0, the gateway 0.0.0.0 and DHCP auto-configuration is enabled. If
the network settings of a device shall be modified, e.g. DHCP auto-configuration needs to be disabled, method configure may be used. Apart from the
required serial number of the device, the DHCP status (either Device.DHCP_ENABLED or Device.DHCP_DISABLED), the host IP address, the subnet
mask and the gateway IP address need to ge specified. In order to restore the default configuration, method configure can be called with the serial
number only. The device needs to reside in the local area network (LAN) to be able to receive UDP broadcast datagrams.
In the following example for device with serial number 0x4704220B DHCP auto-configuration is disabled, the host IP address is set to 192.168.100.20,
the subnet mask is set to 255.255.255.0 and the gateway IP address is not utilized and set to 0.0.0.0. If the device is only accessed from within the
local area network, the gateway is not required to be configured.
>> Device.configure(hex2dec('4704220B'), Device.DHCP_DISABLED, '192.168.100.20', '255.255.255.0', '0.0.0.0');

Below the configuration of the device with serial number 0x4704220B is reset.
>> Device.configure(0x4704220B);
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2.4. Finding Devices in the Local Area Network
If the IP address of the desired silicon systems devices are unknown, in particular when the IP addresses are automatically assigned by a DHCP server,
method find may be utilized. If the method is called without arguments, a vector containing all devices in the local area network is returned. The
default time-out is 1000 ms and cannot be modified.
>> device_list = Device.find();

The return value is a vector of Device objects and, if e.g. three devices are found, might be as the follows.
>> device_list
ans =
1x3 Device array with no properties.

If only the device with a certain serial number shall be looked up, method find can be called with one argument representing the serial number (unsigned integer). The useful in built hex2bin function can be used to convert the serial number from hexadecimal representation.
>> device_list = Device.find(hex2dec('472DA49F'));

If more devices shall be looked up at the same time, a vector containing multiple serial numbers can be passed to the method. In any case the method
returns a vector containing a list of found devices. The order of devices corresponds to the order of the serial numbers passed to the method.
>> device_list = Device.find([hex2dec('472DA49F') hex2dec('47042945') hex2dec('4704220B')]);

The number of elements of the returned vector can be determined with the numel function. An element of the vector can be accessed with the subscript ranging from one to the number of elements as illustrated in the following example. The return value might be as follows.
>> numel(device_list)
ans =
3
>> device_list(2)
ans =
Device with no properties.

2.5. Creating a Device Object
As described in the previous paragraph, method find returns a vector of Device objects, however a Device object can additionally be created manually
if the IP address or the hostname is known. This avoids the invocation of method find.
In the following example the IP address is passed as a string and the return value might be as follows.
>> device = Device('192.168.1.100')
device =
Device with no properties.

If the DNS server in the LAN is able to resolve hostnames referring to local IP addresses, the hostname can be utilized instead of the IP address when
creating a Device object.
>> device = Device('VI01-472DA49F');

A Device object can also be created by passing a Java InetAddress (java.net.InetAddress) IP address.
>> address = java.net.InetAddress.getByAddress([192 168 1 100]);
>> device = Device(address);

In addition the hexadecimal representation of an IP address can be utilized to create a Device object.
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>> device = Device(hex2dec('6401A8C0'));

The copy constructor of class Device can be utilized to either duplicate an object or to create a derived object. This can particularly be useful when a
derived object shall be created from a Device object returned by method find.
In the following example a VI01 object is created from a Device object.
>> device_list = Device.find(hex2dec('472DA49F'));
>> vi01 = VI01(device_list(1));

2.6. Get or set Device IP Address
In order to retrieve the address of a Device object the method address can be utilized. The return value is a Java IP address (java.net.InetAddress)
and looks like the following.
>> device = Device('192.168.1.100');
>> device.address()
ans =
/192.168.1.100

The IP address of a Device object or any derived instance can also be modified by calling method address and passing the new IP address. Like for
the creation of a Device object, several argument types may be utilized: the IP address as a string (e.g. '192.168.1.100'), the host name (e.g. 'VI01472DA49F'), a Java IP address or the hexadecimal representation of an IP address (e.g. 0xC0A8000A).
In the following example only the first option is illustrated.
>> device.address('192.168.1.100');

2.7. Get Device Time-out
When a command or request is sent to a device, a confirmation or response is expected within a certain time. If no response was received, a time-out
error occurs. This maximum waiting time is determined by the time-out value which is 1000 ms by default and can be read out or set (in ms) with the
aid of method timeout.
If no argument is passed, the current value is returned which is demonstrated in the next example. The output might be as follows.
>> device = Device('192.168.1.100');
>> device.timeout()
ans =
1000

2.8. Set Device Time-out
In order to modify the time-out, the new value is passed to method timeout. A value of at least 1 ms is expected. In general values lower than 100 ms
are not recommended.
In the following example the time-out is set to 100 ms.
>> device = Device('192.168.1.100');
>> device.timeout(100);

2.9. Reset Device
Any device can be reset with the method reset. The effect is the same as disconnecting and reconnecting the device from the Power over Ethernet
(PoE) switch. This may be helpful when the network is being reconfigured (assignment of fixed IP addresses, etc.).
The method does not expect any arguments and is utilized as demonstrated below.
>> device = Device('192.168.1.100');
>> device.reset();

After the device is reset it takes several seconds until it reinitializes itself and gets a new IP address assigned by the DHCP server (if applicable). Until
then the device cannot be accessed.
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2.10. Acquisition of Device Information
With method info a variety of information can be requested from the device. The method does not expect any arguments and returns a structure with
the following fields: model (device model), description (functionality description), company (development company), serial (serial number), revision
(hardware revision), cpu (CPU type), frequency (CPU frequency, in Hz), memory (random-access memory, in Bytes), network (network adapter), version
(firmware version), release (firmware release date, DateString), calibration (calibration date, DateString), expiration (expiration of calibration date,
DateString), reset (time elapsed since reset or power on, in seconds), operation (total operation time, in seconds), cycles (number of power or reset
cycles), eth_host (Ethernet address), ip_host (IP address, InetAddress), ip_subnet_mask (subnet mask, InetAddress), ip_gateway (gateway IP address,
InetAddress), dhcp (DHCP status), hostname (hostname for DNS look-up), domain (domain name).
In the following example this information is requested from the device and the output might be as follows.
>> device = Device('192.168.1.100');
>> info = device.info
info =
model: 'VO01'
description: 'Octal Voltage Output Device'
company: 'silicon systems'
serial: '472DA39D'
revision: 'D'
cpu: 'ATmega644A'
frequency: 20000000
memory: 4096
network: 'CP2200'
version: '2.2.7'
release: '31-Dec-2013'
calibration: '14-Dec-2013'
expiration: '14-Dec-2014'
reset: 40656
operation: 31159056
cycles: 231
eth_host: '00:0B:3C:2D:A3:9D'
ip_host: [1x1 java.net.Inet4Address]
ip_subnet_mask: [1x1 java.net.Inet4Address]
ip_gateway: [1x1 java.net.Inet4Address]
dhcp: 1
hostname: 'VO01-472DA39D'
domain: 'siliconsystems.at'

If the calibration or expiration of calibration dates is not applicable to the requested device, these fields are set to 'undefined'. The fields of a structure
can be accessed using dot notation. In the following example the company field is retrieved from the info structure.
>> info.company
ans =
silicon systems

2.11. Acquisition of Device Status
Every device continuously monitors several parameters like supply voltages or the board temperature in order to ensure proper operation within specified conditions. These parameters can be retrieved with method status which does not expect any arguments and returns a property array of structures
and an ok flag. The property structure will be explained later on. The ok flag indicates if all parameters are within their limits.
In the next example the status is requested from the device and the output might be as follows.
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>> device = Device('192.168.1.100');
>> [property ok] = device.status()
property =
1x6 struct array with fields:
symbol
description
unit
typical
min
max
value
ok =
1

The number of elements of the returned vector can be determined with the numel function. An element of the vector can be accessed with the subscript ranging from one to the number of elements as illustrated in the following example. The return value might be as follows.
>> numel(property)
ans =
6
>> property(4)
ans =
symbol:
description:
unit:
typical:
min:
max:
value:

'VDD'
'Digital Supply Voltage'
'V'
3.3000
3.1000
3.5000
3.3257

The property structure has the following fields: symbol (symbol name), description (description of the parameter), unit (SI unit), typical (typical value,
NaN if not applicable), min (minimum value, NaN if not applicable), max (maximum value, NaN if not applicable), value (current value).

3. CI01 Octal Current Monitor
The CI01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use voltage monitor. With eight inputs, it can be used with any industrial transducer with the current output
ranging from 4 to 20 mA. The ultra-low noise, the high resolution and the outstanding accuracy make it ideal for industrial applications as well as for
scientific experiments. The channels are multiplexed, amplified, conditioned and sampled by the high-performance 24-Bit delta-sigma A/D converter.

3.1. Set Sampling Frequency
The sampling frequency of the A/D converter can be set with method frequency. All eight channels are sampled one after the other at the specified rate. The method expects one argument representing the sampling frequency. The following frequencies are supported: CI01.FREQUENCY_6,
CI01.FREQUENCY_12, CI01.FREQUENCY_25, CI01.FREQUENCY_50, CI01.FREQUENCY_100, CI01.FREQUENCY_200, CI01.FREQUENCY_400, CI01.
FREQUENCY_800, CI01.FREQUENCY_1500 and CI01.FREQUENCY_3000 representing frequencies 6, 12, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500 and 3000 Hz.
By default the sampling frequency is 6 Hz to ensure lowest noise suitable for most applications.
This is illustrated in the following example where the frequency is set to 200 Hz.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> ci01.frequency(CI01.FREQUENCY_200);

The sampling rate should not be set higher than necessary in order to keep the measurement noise as low as possible. Please refer to the data sheet
for more details.
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3.2. Measure Current
Method measure is utilized to acquire one or more samples from one or more channels (in A). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands.
If a single sample of all eight channels shall be acquired the method is called without arguments and returns a vector with currents of all channels.
This is illustrated below and the return value might be as follows.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> current = ci01.measure()
current =
0.0173

0.0082

0.0061

0.0152

0.0177

0.0047

0.0120

0.0044

If only one channel is to be sampled, its number (from 1 to 8) is passed to the method.
In the following example channel 2 is sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> current = ci01.measure(2)
current =
0.0169

If more than one channel shall be sampled a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method measure. A vector of samples is returned.
In the following example channels 1, 3 and 8 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> current = ci01.measure([1 3 8])
current =
0.0152

0.0113

0.0062

If more than one samples shall be acquired from one channel the method expects three arguments: the channel number, the number of samples (from
1 to 106) and the sampling frequency (from 6 to the sampling frequency configured with method frequency). A vector of samples is returned.
In the next example at first the sampling frequency is set to 200 Hz and after that 10 samples from channel 4 are acquired at 180 Hz. The return value
might be as follows.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> ci01.frequency(CI01.FREQUENCY_200);
>> current = ci01.measure(4, 10, 180)
current =
0.0123

0.0121

0.0122

0.0123

0.0120

0.0121

0.0122

0.0120

0.0122

0.0123

Moreover the acquisition of several samples from several channels is feasible. The expected arguments are similar to the previous call configuration:
a vector with the channel numbers, the number of samples (from 1 to 106) and the sampling frequency (from 6 Hz to the sampling frequency configured
with method frequency). A two-dimensional vector of samples is returned.
In the next example the sampling frequency is set to 200 Hz and 8 samples from channels 3 and 6 are acquired at 180 Hz. The return value might be
as follows.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> ci01.frequency(CI01.FREQUENCY_200);
>> current = ci01.measure([3 6], 8, 180)
current =
0.0093
0.0143

0.0091
0.0142

0.0092
0.0142

0.0092
0.0139

0.0090
0.0140

0.0091
0.0139

0.0091
0.0141

0.0090
0.0140

The elements of the returned two-dimensional vector can be accessed with two subscripts: the first specifies the position of the channel in the vector
passed to method measure and the second represents the sample number.
Below sample 5 of channel 3 (first row) is extracted and the return value might be as follows (compare to previous example).
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>> current(1, 5)
ans =
0.0090

3.3. Stop Measurement
If method measure shall be terminated, method stop can be called which is typically done from another thread or different computer.
The method does not expect any arguments and is utilized as demonstrated below.
>> ci01 = CI01('192.168.1.103');
>> ci01.stop();

4. CNT01 Quad Quadrature Encoder
The CNT01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use quad absolute counter and quadrature encoder. Every counter supports the up/down counting mode
to detect impulses of an arbitrary clock source as well as the quadrature encoder mode which is usually utilized to count the revolutions per minute
of a spinning shaft or motor.

4.1. Set Counting Mode
In order to change the counting mode of one or more channels method mode is called. The following counting modes are supported: CNT01.MODE_
NORMAL (normal, direction and clock signals), CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_1X (1x quadrature encoder), CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_2X (2x
quadrature encoder) and CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_4X (4x quadrature encoder). Refer to the data sheet for more information. Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the counting mode of all channels shall be updated only the counting mode is passed to the method.
In the following example all channels are configured for normal counting mode.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.mode(CNT01.MODE_NORMAL);

If the counting mode of only one channel is to be changed method mode is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 4) and the
counting mode.
In the next example channel 2 is configured for 2x quadrature encoder counting.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.mode(2, CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_2X);

Additionally method mode can be utilized to configure several channels. In that case the method expects a vector with the channel numbers as the
first and the counting mode as the second argument.
Below channels 2 and 3 are configured for 4x quadrature encoder counting.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.mode([2 3], CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_4X);

Moreover the method mode is able to configure several channels for different counting modes at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers
as the first and a vector of the same size with the counting modes as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example channels 1, 2 and 4 are configured for normal, 1x quadrature encoder and 4x quadrature encoder counting.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.mode([1 2 4], [CNT01.MODE_NORMAL CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_1X CNT01.MODE_QUADRATURE_4X]);

4.2. Read from Channels
Method read is utilized to read the counter value of one or more channels. Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the counter values of all four channels shall be acquired, method read is called without arguments and returns a structure with the following fields: value (vector with
counter values of all four channels), time (relative timestamp in ms) which can be utilized for precise frequency or rotational speed measurements.
This is demonstrated in the next example and the return value might be as follows.
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>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> [value time] = cnt01.read()
value =
95751

96489

15761

97059

time =
73692

If only the counter value of one channel is to be read out, the channel number (from 1 to 4) is passed to the method.
Channel 4 is read out as shown in the example below and the return value might be as follows.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> [value time] = cnt01.read(4)
value =
356892
time =
12097

If more than one channel shall be read out a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method read.
In the following example channels 1 and 3 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> value = cnt01.read([1 3])
value =
42176

91574

time =
254894

4.3. Clear Channels
Method clear is utilized to reset the counter value of one or more channels to zero. If the counter values of all four channels shall be reset, method
clear is called without arguments which is demonstrated in the example below.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.clear();

If the counter value of only one channel is to be reset, the channel number (from 1 to 4) is passed to method clear.
In the next example channel 1 is reset.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.clear(1);

Additionally, method clear can be utilized to reset the counter value of several channels to zero. In that case a vector with the channel numbers is
passed to the method.
In the example below channels 2 and 3 are reset.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.clear([2 3]);

4.4. Disable Channels
In order to disable one or more channels method disable is utilized. If all four channels shall be disabled, the method is called without arguments
which is illustrated in the example below.
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>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.disable();

If only one channel shall be disabled, the channel number (from 1 to 4) is passed to method disable.
In the next example channel 2 is disabled.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.disable(2);

Additionally, method disable can be utilized to disable several channels. A vector with the channel numbers is passed to the method.
In the example below channels 3 and 4 are disabled.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.disable([3 4]);

4.5. Enable Channels
One or more channels are enabled by the use of method enable. If all four channels shall be enabled, the method is called without arguments which
is illustrated in the example below.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.enable();

If only one channel shall be enabled, the channel number (from 1 to 4) is passed to method enable.
In the next example channel 3 is enabled.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.enable(3);

Additionally, method enable can be utilized to enable several channels. In that case a vector with the channel numbers is passed to the method.
In the example below channels 1 and 4 are enabled.
>> cnt01 = CNT01('192.168.1.100');
>> cnt01.enable([1 4]);

5. DIO01 Octal Bidirectional Digital I/O Device
The DIO01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use octal, bidirectional digital I/O module. Every of the eight channels can individually be configured as
input or output. Custom timers, counters, pulse generators, logic analyzers, functional tests or digital communication protocols like the widespread
SPI bus system can easily be implemented. Digital control loops and custom serial or parallel protocols can be realized in software and modifications
are done much more comfortable compared to equivalent hardware solutions.

5.1. Set Channel Direction
With the aid of method direction every channel can individually be configured. The following directions are supported: DIO01.DIRECTION_INPUT
(input with pull-up resistors), DIO01.DIRECTION_OUTPUT (output). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the direction of all
channels shall be changed the direction is passed to method direction. By default all eight channels are configured as input in order to protect any
attached peripheral devices.
In the following example all channels are configured as output.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.direction(DIO01.DIRECTION_OUTPUT);

If the direction of only one channel is to be changed method direction is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the direction.
In the next example channel 2 is configured as input.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.direction(2, DIO01.DIRECTION_INPUT);

Additionally method direction can be utilized to configure several channels. In that case the method expects a vector with the channel numbers as the
first and the direction as the second argument.
Below channels 2, 3 and 5 are configured as input.
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>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.direction([2 3 5], DIO01.DIRECTION_INPUT);

Moreover, method direction is able to configure several channels for different directions at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers as the
first and a vector of the same size with the new directions as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example channels 1, 4 and 6 are set to input, input and output respectively.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.direction([1 4 6], [DIO01.DIRECTION_INPUT DIO01.DIRECTION_INPUT DIO01.DIRECTION_OUTPUT]);

If a channel is switched from input to output direction, its initial logic state is low.

5.2. Read from Channels
Method read is utilized to read the logic state of one or more channels which have been configured as input with method direction. The following
logic states are possible: DIO01.STATE_LOW (logic low, false), DIO01.STATE_HIGH (logic high, true). Various call configurations do exist to suit the
demands. If the logic states of all eight channels shall be acquired, method read is called without arguments and returns a vector with logic states
of all eight channels.
This is demonstrated in the next example and the return value might be as follows.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> state = dio01.read()
state =
0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

If only the logic state of one channel is to be read out, the channel number (from 1 to 8) is passed to the method.
Channel 3 is read out as shown in the example below and the return value might be as follows.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> state = dio01.read(3)
state =
1

If more than one channel shall be read out, a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method read.
In the following example channels 2, 6 and 7 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> state = dio01.read([2 6 7])
state =
0

1

1

5.3. Write to Channels
Method write allows to set one or more channels which have been configured as output with method direction. The following logic states are supported: DIO01.STATE_LOW (logic low, False), DIO01.STATE_HIGH (logic high, True). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the logic
state of all channels shall be changed, the logic state is passed to method write.
In the following example all channels are set to logic high.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.write(DIO01.STATE_HIGH);

If only one channel is to be updated, method write is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the logic state.
In the next example channel 2 is set to logic low.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.write(2, DIO01.STATE_LOW);
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Additionally, method write can be utilized to update several channels at the same time. In that case, the method expects a vector with the channel
numbers as the first and the logic state as the second argument.
Below channels 3, 4 and 5 are set to logic high.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.write([3 4 5], DIO01.STATE_HIGH);

Moreover, method write is able to update several channels to different logic states at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers as the first
and a vector of the same size with the logic states as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example channels 5, 7 and 8 are set to logic high, logic low and logic high.
>> dio01 = DIO01('192.168.1.101');
>> dio01.write([5 7 8], [DIO01.STATE_HIGH DIO01.STATE_LOW DIO01.STATE_HIGH]);

6. DIO02 Octal Bidirectional Digital I/O Device
The DIO02 device is a versatile and easy-to-use octal, bidirectional digital I/O module. Every of the eight channels can individually be configured as
input or output. Custom timers, counters, pulse generators, logic analyzers, functional tests or digital communication protocols like the widespread
SPI bus system can easily be implemented. Digital control loops and custom serial or parallel protocols can be realized in software and modifications
are done much more comfortable compared to equivalent hardware solutions.

6.1. Set Channel Direction
With the aid of method direction every channel can individually be configured. The following directions are supported: DIO02.DIRECTION_INPUT
(input with pull-up resistors), DIO02.DIRECTION_OUTPUT (output). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the direction of all
channels shall be changed the direction is passed to method direction. By default all eight channels are configured as input in order to protect any
attached peripheral devices.
In the following example all channels are configured as output.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.direction(DIO02.DIRECTION_OUTPUT);

If the direction of only one channel is to be changed method direction is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the direction.
In the next example channel 2 is configured as input.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.direction(2, DIO02.DIRECTION_INPUT);

Additionally method direction can be utilized to configure several channels. In that case the method expects a vector with the channel numbers as the
first and the direction as the second argument.
Below channels 2, 3 and 5 are configured as input.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.direction([2 3 5], DIO02.DIRECTION_INPUT);

Moreover, method direction is able to configure several channels for different directions at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers as the
first and a vector of the same size with the new directions as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example channels 1, 4 and 6 are set to input, input and output respectively.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.direction([1 4 6], [DIO02.DIRECTION_INPUT DIO02.DIRECTION_INPUT DIO02.DIRECTION_OUTPUT]);

If a channel is switched from input to output direction, its initial logic state is low.

6.2. Read from Channels
Method read is utilized to read the logic state of one or more channels which have been configured as input with method direction. The following
logic states are possible: DIO02.STATE_LOW (logic low, false), DIO02.STATE_HIGH (logic high, true). Various call configurations do exist to suit the
demands. If the logic states of all eight channels shall be acquired, method read is called without arguments and returns a vector with logic states
of all eight channels.
This is demonstrated in the next example and the return value might be as follows.
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>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> state = dio02.read()
state =
0

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

If only the logic state of one channel is to be read out, the channel number (from 1 to 8) is passed to the method.
Channel 3 is read out as shown in the example below and the return value might be as follows.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> state = dio02.read(3)
state =
1

If more than one channel shall be read out, a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method read.
In the following example channels 2, 6 and 7 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> state = dio02.read([2 6 7])
state =
0

1

1

6.3. Write to Channels
Method write allows to set one or more channels which have been configured as output with method direction. The following logic states are supported: DIO02.STATE_LOW (logic low, False), DIO02.STATE_HIGH (logic high, True). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the logic
state of all channels shall be changed, the logic state is passed to method write.
In the following example all channels are set to logic high.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.write(DIO02.STATE_HIGH);

If only one channel is to be updated, method write is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the logic state.
In the next example channel 2 is set to logic low.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.write(2, DIO02.STATE_LOW);

Additionally, method write can be utilized to update several channels at the same time. In that case, the method expects a vector with the channel
numbers as the first and the logic state as the second argument.
Below channels 3, 4 and 5 are set to logic high.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.write([3 4 5], DIO02.STATE_HIGH);

Moreover, method write is able to update several channels to different logic states at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers as the first
and a vector of the same size with the logic states as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example channels 5, 7 and 8 are set to logic high, logic low and logic high.
>> dio02 = DIO02('192.168.1.109');
>> dio02.write([5 7 8], [DIO02.STATE_HIGH DIO02.STATE_LOW DIO02.STATE_HIGH]);

7. DO01 Octal Digital Output Buffer
The DO01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use octal high-current digital output module. Every of the eight channels can individually be set to logic low
or high. Depending on the voltage rating of the connected transducers, an external power supply is needed to supply them. Electro-mechanical relays,
electrical or electro-pneumatic valves, long transmission lines, digital transducers or even DC motors can directly be interfaced with the DO01 device.
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7.1. Write to Channels
Method write allows to set one or more channels. The following logic states are supported: DO01.STATE_LOW (logic low, False, no voltage), DO01.
STATE_HIGH (logic high, True, supply voltage). By default the state of all eight channels is logic low in order to keep the outputs unpowered. Various
call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the logic state of all channels shall be changed, the logic state is passed to method write.
In the following example all channels are set to logic high.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> do01.write(DO01.STATE_HIGH);

If only one channel is to be updated, method write is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the logic state.
In the next example channel 3 is set to logic low.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> do01.write(3, DO01.STATE_LOW);

Additionally, method write can be utilized to update several channels. In that case, the method expects a vector with the channel numbers as the first
and the logic state as the second argument.
Below channels 1, 2 and 7 are set to logic high.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> do01.write([1 2 7], DO01.STATE_HIGH);

Method write is able to update several channels to different logic states at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers as the first and a vector
of the same size with the logic states as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example channels 2, 4 and 8 are set to logic low, logic low and logic high.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> do01.write([2 4 8], [DO01.STATE_LOW DO01.STATE_LOW DO01.STATE_HIGH]);

7.2. Measure Current
The DO01 device is able to measure the current (in A) through all eight channels to provide useful feedback information. With the aid of method measure the current of one or more channels can be read out. If the currents of all eight channels shall be acquired, the method must be called without
arguments and it returns a vector with currents of all channels.
This is demonstrated in the next example and the return value might be as follows.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> current = do01.measure()
current =
0.0219

0.0311

1.0929

1.0698

0.0268

0.0157

2.0515

1.0486

If only the current of one channel is to be acquired, the channel number (from 1 to 8) is passed to the method.
Channel 4 is read out as shown in the example below and the return value might be as follows.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> current = do01.measure(4)
current =
1.0698

If more than one channel shall be read out, a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method measure.
In the following example channels 1, 4 and 6 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> do01 = DO01('192.168.1.102');
>> current = do01.measure([1 4 6])
current =
0.0307

2.0214

1.0173
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8. DO02 Octal SPST Relay Module
The DO02 device is a octal easy-to-use high-voltage high-current relay module. Each channel can be enabled or disabled individually. Electrical or
electro-pneumatic valves, heaters or AC / DC motors can be controlled with the DO02 device.

8.1. Write to Channels
Method write allows to set one or more relays. The following states are supported: DO02.STATE_OPEN (open contact, False), DO02.STATE_CLOSED
(closed contact, True). By default the state of all relays is open contact in order to keep the attached components unpowered, if applicable. Various
call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If the state of all relays shall be changed, it is passed to method write.
In the following example all relays are closed.
>> do02 = DO02('192.168.1.108');
>> do02.write(DO02.STATE_CLOSED);

If only one channel is to be updated, method write is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the logic state.
In the next example relay 2 is opened.
>> do02 = DO02('192.168.1.108');
>> do02.write(2, DO02.STATE_OPEN);

Additionally, method write can be utilized to update several relays. In that case the method expects a vector with the channel numbers as the first
and the state as the second argument.
Below relays 2, 3 and 4 are closed.
>> do02 = DO02('192.168.1.108');
>> do02.write([2 3 4], DO02.STATE_CLOSED);

Method write is able to update several relays to different states at the same time. A vector with the channel numbers as the first and a vector of the
same size with the states as the second argument are passed to the method.
In the following example relays 1, 2 and 7 are closed, closed and opened respectively.
>> do02 = DO02('192.168.1.108');
>> do02.write([1 2 7], [DO02.STATE_CLOSED DO02.STATE_CLOSED DO02.STATE_OPEN]);

9. TMP01 Octal Thermocouple Monitor
The TMP01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use temperature monitor. With eight inputs, it can be used with nearly any thermocouple type. The device
was designed to meet the demands of scientific or industrial applications where the high temperature range, ultra-low noise and high resolution are
important concerns.

9.1. Temperature Sensors
The class TMP01_Sensor represents a temperature sensor. When an object is created, the sensor type can be passed to the constructor. The following sensor types are supported: TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_B, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_C, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_E, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_J, TMP01_Sensor.
TYPE_K, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_M, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_N, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_P, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_R, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_S, TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_T representing thermocouple types B, C, E, J, K, M, N, P, R, S, T. In addition, special sensor types TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_CUSTOM (custom
temperature sensor, method measure returns the sampled voltage) and TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_NONE (no sensor) are defined.
The following example shows the creation of a thermocouple type J.
>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_J);

If no sensor type is passed to the constructor, the sensor type is set to TMP01.Sensor.TYPE_NONE as shown in the example below.
>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor();

The type of sensor can be read out or modified by the use of method type. If no arguments are passed to the method, it returns the sensor type.
Below the sensor type is retrieved and the return value might be as follows.
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>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_K);
>> sensor.type()
ans =
6

If the sensor type is to be modified, the sensor type is passed to method type.
In the following example an object with thermocouple type K is created and then the sensor type is modified to a custom sensor.
>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_K);
>> sensor.type(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_CUSTOM);
>> sensor.type()
ans =
1

9.2. Set Sampling Frequency
The sampling frequency of the A/D converter can be set with method frequency. All eight channels are sampled one after the other at the specified
rate. The method expects one argument representing the sampling frequency. The following frequencies are supported: TMP01.FREQUENCY_6,
TMP01.FREQUENCY_12, TMP01.FREQUENCY_25, TMP01.FREQUENCY_50, TMP01.FREQUENCY_100, TMP01.FREQUENCY_200, TMP01.FREQUENCY_400, TMP01.FREQUENCY_800, TMP01.FREQUENCY_1500 and TMP01.FREQUENCY_3000 representing frequencies 6, 12, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400,
800, 1500 and 3000 Hz. By default the sampling frequency is 6 Hz to ensure lowest noise suitable for most applications.
This is illustrated in the following example where the frequency is set to 100 Hz.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> tmp01.frequency(TMP01.FREQUENCY_100);

The sampling rate should not be set higher than necessary in order to keep the measurement noise as low as possible. Please refer to the data sheet
for more details.

9.3. Measure Temperature
Method measure is utilized to read the temperature from one or more channels (in K). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If all
eight channels shall be sampled, the method is be called without arguments and it returns a vector with temperatures of all channels.
The return value of the next example might be as follows.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> temperature = tmp01.measure()
temperature =
461.2371

455.8668

267.1503

393.1122

129.7545

241.7045

439.2942

389.8829

If only one channel is to be sampled, its number (from 1 to 8) is passed to the method.
In the example below channel 3 is read out and the return value might be as follows.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> temperature = tmp01.measure(3)
temperature =
305.1863

If more than one channel shall be sampled, a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method measure.
In the following example channels 2, 5 and 7 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> temperature = tmp01.measure([2 5 7])
temperature =
293.4647

308.5558

69.6270
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9.4. Set Temperature Sensor
With the use of method sensor every channel can individually be configured to be used with a different type of temperature sensor. If all channels of a
device shall be utilized with the same type of sensor the sensor object (type TMP01_Sensor) is passed to method sensor. By default all channels are
disabled in order to avoid unintentional misconfiguration.
In the following example all channels are set to thermocouple type K.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_K);
>> tmp01.sensor(sensor);

If one or more channels are not utilized, these channels should be configured as sensor type TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_NONE which increases the effective sampling rate of the remaining channels. If only one channel is to be configured, method sensor is called with two arguments: the channel number
(from 1 to 8) and the sensor object.
In the next example channel 3 is configured for custom temperature sensors.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_CUSTOM);
>> tmp01.sensor(3, sensor);

Additionally, method sensor can be utilized to configure several channels for the same sensor type. A vector with the channel numbers as the first and
the sensor object as the second argument are passed to the method.
Below channels 1, 2 and 7 are disabled.
>> tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
>> sensor = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_NONE);
>> tmp01.sensor([1 2 7], sensor);

Moreover, the method sensor is able to configure several channels to be utilized with different sensor types at the same time. In that case, the method
expects a vector with the channel numbers as the first and a vector of the same size with the sensor objects as the second argument.
In the next example channels 2 and 8 are set to thermocouple type J and T respectively.
>>
>>
>>
>>

tmp01 = TMP01('192.168.1.105');
sensor1 = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_J);
sensor2 = TMP01_Sensor(TMP01_Sensor.TYPE_T);
tmp01.sensor([2 8], [sensor1 sensor2]);

10. TMP02 Quad RTD Monitor
The TMP02 device is a versatile and easy-to-use temperature monitor. With four inputs, it can be used with Platinum resistors, temperature diodes or
NTC thermistors. The device was designed to meet the demands of scientific or industrial applications where the high temperature range, ultra-low
noise and high resolution are important concerns.

10.1. Temperature Sensors
The class TMP02_Sensor represents a temperature sensor. When an object is created, the sensor type can be passed to the constructor. The following
sensor types are supported: TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT, TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT470, TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT670, TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY81_1,
TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY81_2, TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY82_1, TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY82_2, TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY83_1, TMP02_Sensor.
TYPE_KTY84_1. Refer to the datasheet for additional information on the sensor types. In addition, special sensor types TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_CUSTOM (custom temperature sensor, method measure returns the sampled voltage) and TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_NONE (no sensor) are defined.
The following example shows the creation of a KTY1-1 type (normalized resistance of 1 kΩ at 25 °C) NTC temperature sensor.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY81_1);

For platinum type PTC temperature sensors, the normalized resistance (defined at 0 °C) can be passed to the constructor as the second argument. If it
is omitted, the default value of 100 Ω is used. Normalized resistances between 1 Ω and 1 kΩ are supported.
Below the creation of a PT-500 temperature sensor is illustrated.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT, 500);

Though for all temperature sensors, the voltage range and the exitation current can be specified, this feature is particularly useful for custom temperature sensors. The following voltage ranges are supported: TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_0V5 (0.5 V), TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_1V (1 V), TMP02_Sensor.
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VOLTAGE_2V5 (2.5 V), TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_5V (5 V), TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_DEFAULT (default voltage range, sensor type dependant). These
excitation currents can be selected: TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_10UA (10 µA), TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_1MA (1 mA), TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_DEFAULT (default excitation current, sensor type dependant). In addition to the sensor type, the voltage range and the excitation current can be passed
to the constructor.
In the following example the low temperature diode DT-670 with the voltage range of 2.5 V and the excitation current of 10 µA is created.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT670, TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_2V5, TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_10UA);

The type of sensor can be read out or modified by the use of method type. If no arguments are passed to the method, it returns the sensor type.
Below the sensor type is retrieved and the return value might be as follows.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_KTY81_1);
>> sensor.type()
ans =
5

If the sensor type is to be modified, the sensor type is passed to method type.
In the following example a PT-500 temperature sensor is created and then the sensor type is modified to a custom sensor. The return value might be
as follows.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT);
>> sensor.type(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_CUSTOM);
>> sensor.type()
ans =
1

If the normalized resistance of the sensor shall be read out or modified, method resistance is used. If no arguments are passed to the method, it returns
the normalized resistance.
Below the normalized resistance of a PT temperature sensor is retrieved.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT);
>> sensor.resistance()
ans =
100

If the normalized resistance is to be modified, the normalized resistance is passed to method resistance.
In the following example a PT-100 temperature sensor is created and then tnormalized resistance is changed to 500 Ω.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT);
>> sensor.resistance(500);

With method voltage, the voltage range can be retrieved or modified. If no arguments are passend to the method, the voltage range is returned.
The following example shows how to retrieve the voltage range.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT670, TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_2V5, TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_10UA);
>> sensor.voltage()
ans =
2.5000

In order to modify the voltage range, it is passed to method voltage.
In the following example the 1.0 V voltage range is selected.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT);
>> sensor.voltage(TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_1V);
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It is also possible to read out or to modify the excitation current. This can be accomplished with method current. If the method is called without arguments, it returns the excitation current.
The example below shows how to read out the excitation current.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT470, TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_5V, TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_10UA);
>> sensor.current()
ans =
1.0000e-05

In the following example the excitation current is reset to default.
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT470, TMP02_Sensor.VOLTAGE_5V, TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_10UA);
>> sensor.current(TMP02_Sensor.CURRENT_DEFAULT);

10.2. Set Sampling Frequency
The sampling frequency of the A/D converter can be set with the aid of method frequency. All eight channels are sampled one after the other at
the specified rate. The method expects one argument representing the sampling frequency. The following frequencies are supported: TMP02.FREQUENCY_6, TMP02.FREQUENCY_12, TMP02.FREQUENCY_25, TMP02.FREQUENCY_50, TMP02.FREQUENCY_100, TMP02.FREQUENCY_200, TMP02.
FREQUENCY_400, TMP02.FREQUENCY_800, TMP02.FREQUENCY_1500 and TMP02.FREQUENCY_3000 representing frequencies 6, 12, 25, 50, 100,
200, 400, 800, 1500 and 3000 Hz. By default the sampling frequency is 6 Hz to ensure lowest noise suitable for most applications.
This is illustrated in the following example where the frequency is set to 50 Hz.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> tmp02.frequency(TMP02.FREQUENCY_50);

The sampling rate should not be set higher than necessary in order to keep the measurement noise as low as possible. Please refer to the data sheet
for more details.

10.3. Measure Temperature
Method measure is utilized to read the temperature from one or more channels (in K). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands. If all
eight channels shall be sampled, the method is be called without arguments and it returns a vector with temperatures of all channels.
The return value of the next example might be as follows.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> temperature = tmp02.measure()
temperature =
461.2371

455.8668

267.1503

393.1122

129.7545

241.7045

439.2942

389.8829

If only one channel is to be sampled, its number (from 1 to 4) is passed to the method.
In the example below channel 3 is read out and the return value might be as follows.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> temperature = tmp02.measure(3)
temperature =
305.1863

If more than one channel shall be sampled, a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method measure.
In the following example channels 1, 3 and 4 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> temperature = tmp02.measure([1 3 4])
temperature =
293.4647

308.5558

69.6270
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10.4. Set Temperature Sensor
With the use of method sensor every channel can individually be configured to be used with a different type of temperature sensor. If all channels of a
device shall be utilized with the same type of sensor the sensor object (type TMP02_Sensor) is passed to method sensor. By default all channels are
disabled in order to avoid unintentional misconfiguration.
In the following example all channels are set to PT-100 temperature sensor.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT);
>> tmp02.sensor(sensor);

If one or more channels are not utilized, these channels should be configured as sensor type TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_NONE which increases the effective sampling rate of the remaining channels. If only one channel is to be configured, method sensor is called with two arguments: the channel number
(from 1 to 4) and the sensor object.
In the next example channel 3 is configured for custom temperature sensors.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_CUSTOM);
>> tmp02.sensor(3, sensor);

Additionally, method sensor can be utilized to configure several channels for the same sensor type. A vector with the channel numbers as the first and
the sensor object as the second argument are passed to the method.
Below channels 1, 2 and 4 are disabled.
>> tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
>> sensor = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_NONE);
>> tmp02.sensor([1 2 4], sensor);

Moreover, the method sensor is able to configure several channels to be utilized with different sensor types at the same time. In that case, the method
expects a vector with the channel numbers as the first and a vector of the same size with the sensor objects as the second argument.
In the next example channels 2 and 3 are set to low temperature diode DT-470 and PT-100 temperature sensor respectively.
>>
>>
>>
>>

tmp02 = TMP02('192.168.1.106');
sensor1 = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_DT470);
sensor2 = TMP02_Sensor(TMP02_Sensor.TYPE_PT);
tmp02.sensor([2 3], [sensor1 sensor2]);

11. VI01 Octal Voltage Monitor
The VI01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use voltage monitor. With eight inputs, it can be used with any industrial transducer with the voltage output
ranging from -10 V to +10 V. The ultra-low noise, the high resolution and the outstanding accuracy make it ideal for industrial applications as well as for
scientific experiments. The channels are multiplexed, amplified, conditioned and sampled by the high-performance 24-Bit delta-sigma A/D converter.

11.1. Set Sampling Frequency
The sampling frequency of the A/D converter can be set with method frequency. All eight channels are sampled one after the other at the specified rate. The method expects one argument representing the sampling frequency. The following frequencies are supported: VI01.FREQUENCY_6,
VI01.FREQUENCY_12, VI01.FREQUENCY_25, VI01.FREQUENCY_50, VI01.FREQUENCY_100, VI01.FREQUENCY_200, VI01.FREQUENCY_400, VI01.
FREQUENCY_800, VI01.FREQUENCY_1500 and VI01.FREQUENCY_3000 representing frequencies 6, 12, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 800, 1500 and 3000 Hz.
By default the sampling frequency is 6 Hz to ensure lowest noise suitable for most applications.
This is illustrated in the following example where the frequency is set to 100 Hz.
>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> vi01.frequency(VI01.FREQUENCY_100);

The sampling rate should not be set higher than necessary in order to keep the measurement noise as low as possible. Please refer to the data sheet
for more details.

11.2. Measure Voltage
Method measure is utilized to acquire one or more samples from one or more channels (in V). Various call configurations do exist to suit the demands.
If a single sample of all eight channels shall be acquired the method is called without arguments and returns a vector with voltages of all channels.
This is illustrated below and the return value might be as follows.
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>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> voltage = vi01.measure()
voltage =
8.2675

2.6472

-8.0492

-4.4300

0.9376

9.1501

9.2978

-6.8477

If only one channel is to be sampled, its number (from 1 to 8) is passed to the method.
In the following example channel 4 is sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> voltage = vi01.measure(4)
voltage =
5.0169

If more than one channel shall be sampled a vector with the channel numbers must be passed to method measure. A vector of samples is returned.
In the following example channels 2, 3 and 5 are sampled and the return value might be as follows.
>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> voltage = vi01.measure([2 3 5])
voltage =
8.7152

2.7113

1.0062

If more than one samples shall be acquired from one channel the method expects three arguments: the channel number, the number of samples (from
1 to 106) and the sampling frequency (from 6 to the sampling frequency configured with method frequency). A vector of samples is returned.
In the next example at first the sampling frequency is set to 200 Hz and after that 10 samples from channel 3 are acquired at 190 Hz. The return value
might be as follows.
>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> vi01.frequency(VI01.FREQUENCY_200);
>> voltage = vi01.measure(3, 10, 190)
voltage =
4.0523

4.0221

4.0322

4.0623

4.0320

4.0421

4.0522

4.0220

4.0422

4.0220

Moreover the acquisition of several samples from several channels is feasible. The expected arguments are similar to the previous call configuration:
a vector with the channel numbers, the number of samples (from 1 to 106) and the sampling frequency (from 6 Hz to the sampling frequency configured
with method frequency). A two-dimensional vector of samples is returned.
In the next example the sampling frequency is set to 400 Hz and 8 samples from channels 2 and 6 are acquired at 400 Hz. The return value might be
as follows.
>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> vi01.frequency(VI01.FREQUENCY_400);
>> voltage = vi01.measure([2 6], 8, 400)
voltage =
1.0093
7.0143

1.0091
7.0142

1.0092
7.0142

1.0092
7.0139

1.0090
7.0140

1.0091
7.0139

1.0091
7.0141

1.0090
7.0140

The elements of the returned two-dimensional vector can be accessed with two subscripts: the first specifies the position of the channel in the vector
passed to method measure and the second represents the sample number.
Below sample 7 of channel 6 (second row) is extracted and the return value might be as follows (compare to previous example).
>> voltage(2, 7)
ans =
7.0141
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11.3. Stop Measurement
If method measure shall be terminated, method stop can be called which is typically done from another thread or different computer.
The method does not expect any arguments and is utilized as demonstrated below.
>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.107');
>> vi01.stop();

12. VO01 Octal Voltage Output Device
The VO01 device is a versatile and easy-to-use voltage output device. With eight outputs, it can be used with any analog industrial interface with
voltage input ranging from -10 V to +10 V. The ultra-low noise, the high resolution and the outstanding accuracy make it ideal for industrial applications
as well as for scientific experiments.

12.1. Control the Output Voltage
In order to control the output voltage of one or more channels the method control is utilized. If all eight channels of a device shall be modified the
new voltage (from -10 V to +10 V) is passed to the method control. By default all channels are set to 0 V to protect any attached peripheral devices.
In the following example all channels are set to +3.2 V.
>> vo01 = VO01('192.168.1.104');
>> vo01.control(3.2);

If only one channel is to be modified method control is called with two arguments: the channel number (from 1 to 8) and the voltage (from -10 V to
+10 V).
In the next example channel 3 is set to -2.4 V.
>> vo01 = VO01('192.168.1.104');
>> vo01.control(3, -2.4);

Additionally, method control can be utilized to set several channels to a common voltage. In that case, the method expects a vector with the channel
numbers as the first and the voltage as the second argument.
Below channels 1, 2 and 7 are set to +6.8 V.
>> vo01 = VO01('192.168.1.104');
>> vo01.control([1 2 7], 6.8);

Moreover, method control is able to change the voltages of several channels to different values at the same time. The method expects a vector with
the channel numbers as the first and a vector of the same size with the voltages as the second argument.
In the following example channels 2, 4 and 8 are set to +2.1 V, -5.3 V and +8.1 V respectively.
>> vo01 = VO01('192.168.1.104');
>> vo01.control([2 4 8], [2.1 -5.3 8.1]);

13. Exception Handling
If one of methods described in that document could not be executed properly an exception is thrown which shall be caught by the caller of the method.
The reason of the exception can be deduced from the caught object. Please refer to the MATLAB™ programming reference for more information on
exception handling techniques.
The following message identifiers are defined: Device:Error:Aborted (raised when e.g. a measurement requests are interrupted), Device:Error:
Configuration (raised when the device is not properly configured, e.g. when an unconfigured channel shall be read out), Device:Error:Failed (raised
when a request failed due to an unknown reason), Device:Error:Internal (raised when an internal unhandled exception occurs), Device:Error:Network
(raised when a communication problem occurred), Device:Error:NotFound (raised when method Device.find could not find one or more devices),
Device:Error:Parameter (raised when a passed parameter is invalid or out of range), Device:Error:Reserved (raised when e.g. a measurement request
is pending), Device:Error:Timeout (raised when no response has been received from a device).
In the following example the voltage of channel 9 of device VI01 shall be measured, but only eight channels are available. This causes an
Device:Error:Parameter exception. If no try/catch blocks are utilized, the output might be as follows.
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>> vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.100');
>> voltage = vi01.measure(9);
Error using Device/error (line 251)
One or more parameters are invalid or out of range. Check the values and try again.
Error in VI01/measure (line 81)
Device.error(code);

In the following example the operation is attempted within a try/catch block.
>> try

vi01 = VI01('192.168.1.100');
voltage = vi01.measure(9);
catch exception
end
>> exception
exception =
MException with properties:
identifier:
message:
cause:
stack:

'Device:Error:Parameter'
'One or more parameters are out of range or invalid. Check the validity of all parameters.'
{}
[2x1 struct]

The caught object which is of type MException provides information on the reason of the exception to the caller. The method identifier returns the type
of the exception and method message is useful to get an extended explanation or possible solution.
In the example below these two fields are gathered from caught MException object. The return values might be as follows.
>> exception.identifier()
ans =
Device:Error:Parameter
>> exception.message()
ans =
One or more parameters are out of range or invalid. Check the validity of all parameters.

The method stack provides additional information on the callers of the failed operation and returns a vector of structures. The fields are as follows:
file (file name), name (name of the function or method), line (line number within the specified file).
In the following example information on the next-to-last caller is requested and the return value might be as follows.
>> exception.stack(2)
ans =
file: 'D:\MATLAB\siliconsystems\VI01.m'
name: 'VI01.measure'
line: 81
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